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Naruto power levels compared to dbz

According to Death Battle againGoku's analysis is powerful enough to move 1.6 tons of Quintillion or 1,600,000,000,000,000,000,000 tons as SSJ4. Reversing this process, 1.6 quintilone divided by 10, divided by 4, divided by 2, divided by 50.This means goku-400,000,000 000 ton base or 400 billion tons SSJ Goku-
20,000,000,000,000 tons or 20 trillion tonsSJ2-40,000,000,000,000,000 tons or 40 trillion tons of J3-160,000,000,000,000 tons or 160 trillion tons of SSJ4-1,600,000,000,000 tons, The 000,000 00,000,000 tonnes or 1.6 tonnes of quintet due to the battle death again Goku's analysis could withstand more than 21.2
megaton septions of force. Base Goku-53 sextillion megatonsSSJ-2625 sextillion megatons of forcesSJ2-5250 sextillion megatons from forcesSJ3-2.1 September Megaton Highillion of forcesSJ4-21.2 Septillion megatons of forceAgain in the death war again Goku analysis has the approximate speed of bis goku -
2,000,000,000,000 mi/secSSJ-100,000,000 mi/secSSJ2-200,000,000,000,000,000 mi/secSS J3 -800,000,000,000 mi/secSSJ4-8,000,000,000,000 mi/secNow for Naruto. I don't watch Naruto and simply had to go by friends. (Who are massive naruto fans) Naruto fights the pain of throwing two rhinos at miles of height
they said. They said rhinos were 50 times more common, so they weighed 50x. The average rhino weighs 3 tons so they weigh 150 tons each. Combining 300 tons, of course they said not only did Naruto catch them as he threw them. The average rhino is 6 feet long. 50x larger it's 300ft long. According to physics, to pick
something up, you have to lift it with twice the force of gravity pulling it. That makes Naruto 600 tons. Keep in mind this was Sage Naruto mode. One mile is 5,280 feet. If he throws then a lot of feet. He only had to overcome the overall Raynos mass 17 times. Or with 17x throwing force pulling them down. It means Sage
Naruto's mode threw 5,100 tons. This is assumed that my friends provided me with accurate information. Now, say for every brewing form, your stat x2 has increased. So that Naruto, in four tails, is at 81,600 tons. They then said from four tails to eight of their x4 tails for each tail. It put Naruto at 20,889,600. or 20 million ,
889 ,600 tons . This again assumes that the information they provided was accurate. Then they said, Nin Tails is 16x stronger. So Naruto's final power is 334,233,600 tons. Or 334 million, 233,000, 600 tons. Again, assuming they provided me with their information was correct. Naruto's speed was somewhat harder, but
they supplied the information. Naruto crossed an ocean in just two seconds, he said. I myself doubted that since all Naruto takes place on a public continent. But I just wanted to prove how little chance Naruto had to hit Goku for being generous, I gave Naruto the Pacific as a measure of that ocean, so Naruto crossed
May 12,300 in two seconds. This means that he is moving at 6150 mi/sec. Again this is sage mode, and if they They're true. And I was generous, probably much smaller than the Atlantic. So I multiply that x2, I get four times and 98,400 mi/sec. Then I get 4x, 25,190,400 mi/sec, then 16x 403,046,400 mi/sec.. That would
be Naruto's sd in the Nin Tayles. If my friend's information was correct. For Naruto's durability I had nothing to really go by. But I found a job that helped the biggest Nuke ever explode was 50 Megatons and could decimate an entire town. Pain did the same, and Naruto carried out the attack. So Naruto's durability is at
least 50 Megatons. Again this is sage mode, with 4 tails, it is 800 megatons, 8 tails will be at 204,800 megatons. 9 tails will be 3,276,800 Megatons. That's the final calculation he allows to compare. Strength-Base Goku-400 Billion tons&gt;&gt; Nine-tailed Fox Sage Mode Naruto-335 million tonsSpeed- Base Goku-2
Billion mi/sec&gt;&gt;Nine-tailed Fox Sage Mode Naruto -404 million mi/secDurability-Base Goku-5 3 Sextillion megatons of force&gt;&gt;&gt;Nine Tailed Fox Sage Mode Naruto-3,276,800 megatonsThis proves Goku's base form is more than what it would take to beat Naruto, and in this comparison all of Naruto's feats
were generously calculated. Assuming my friends were right, those rhinos could have weighed much less, we don't know which ocean he crossed or even an ocean, and I'm pretty sure the pain attack that destroyed a village is weaker than the largest tested nucleus. Villages are smaller than very large towns Link to
death battle re-analysis: do you think? I think I made a mistake, let me know below!! Page 2The Sage Mode Multiplier. The simple concept of how strong sage mode makes you physically powerful. This stone frog statue is incomplete in the Sage Naruto mode lifted on Mount Myoboku. We had to figure out what kind of



rock it was, that it was basically concrete or material simulator to it. And 1 per cubic meter of concrete whig is about, 2400 kg per cubic meter. We turned it too soon so we could fit it, so then we understood the height and width, using narutus height as a reflection (5'5) I understood that the height of the rock frogs was 28
feet and 6 inches. Then I understood the width of 22'2 width from elbow point to elbow point. We use width as diameter, as if we're finding the volume of a butter. It wasn't entirely accurate, but it was something. Volume = 161,799 cubic meters. 161.799 x 2400 = 38, 317.6 kg. That =856,093.765 pounds, or about 428
tons. Of course it's actually no where the exact cause approaches this only measures the statue of the stomach and not the arms, legs or head. So it was almost 500 tons but we didn't want to go based on assumptions. So we stayed with our verbal response. But we noticed That Focusaco raised the same stone statue
with one. in a complete Sage Mode. was able to completely Match Fukusaku in every way (probably even surpassing him means Naruto could do that exact same with a complete Sage Mode not an incomplete one. It means he can lift 428+ tons in one arm (telling plus as we couldn't figure the full weight of the statue).
So it was a real question about how many times the actual Sage mode? As we couldn't figure out the narutus base there was a power lifting set (as it never calaculated us by the simple term that all humans should be able to lift twice the size. we took narutus weight (112lbs) and multiplied it at 2 to figure out that he could
lift at the base. That =224 pounds. Then we took 856, 093.765 ÷ 224 = 3822. Means Sage mode gives each form 3822× multiplication. But it does apply to all your stats, as in sage chakra mode itself increases your understanding, your strength, your speed (but not nearly as much), your durabillity, of any form hes
currently in. For example, Naruto was able to carry and push a full tail beast bomb through multiple layers of obstacles in chakra mode. //www.mangapanda.com/naruto/536/10Each Tailed Beast Has Enough Force, Energy, and density to lively bust natural mountains to size, (nine mountains as big as Everest are
considered the cause of the whole thing as much as the island). Bust a Mountain it takes 6.3 Megatons of Force and energy. Meaning the 9-tailed Naruto mode chakra can carry 6.3 million tons of energy (in one arm). But Naruto can fuse his sage mode with any of his shapes. So to discover the full strength of these two
fuse shapes. I had to convert 6.3 million (6, 300, 000) tons to pounds and multiply the sage mode mutiplier (3822×). To get: Sage/9-Tails Chakra Composition Mode: 24, 078, 600, 000 (tons) = 24 GigaTons.That's Sage Mode Multiplier. So in saying this Sage if the six mode paths (assigning him had it at the exact time
where he mastered Sage mode) Naruto would obviously be far stronger so I applied twice on top of this to him at least ×10 (obviously be this much stronger at the very least) boosting the build-up of his maximum sage mode Added a few times in extending the six chakra routes he received at least once increased 38220
so yes Naruto Max Chakra Limmet would then be 240 gigatons or 240,000 Megaton Naruto and then went on to 5 weaker but still amazing bujin bombs. Because they are still powerful asume well that they mean equally powerful later on Naruto can be at 1200 gigatons of tnt in their face (240gt×5=) with a meaing scratch
that this should have but 1% of the effort to him (convert percentage to tenness:1% = 1 100 = 0.011200 is 1% of what= 1200 / 1 = 1200 / 0.01 = 120000) Naruto can be 120 There are 000 gigatons that dot on Naruto Menga and then goes on attacks from full-strength formation Madera uchiha keep ten tails on the side if
her stacks onto her power in the final battle between Naruto sasuke and herself. This meant that Naruto had outsuted the attacks of someone who tailed the beast 9 other bijuu. By saying that ten tails is 100 times stronger than all tail beats in one we can determine which full Naruto took blows from one that can carry out
energy attacks equal to gigatons (add person in 4 others to get (24 × The ×100=216000) This was stacked on madaras already massive outlets to secure their say that the school's output is 90% of ten-tailed output when he has all his release and power sage mode up. Naruto at full time in attacks of 410,400 GIGATON
USER ENERGY LEVEL CONVERSION PERCENTAGE to decimal:90% = 90 / 100 = 0.9What is 90% of 216000 = 90% * 216000 = 0.9 * 216000=1 9400 u Then add this to the energy of ten tails 216000+194400) meaning at least that Naruto got at least 1710 times stronger than the point where we began to power lifting
Narutos nearly 500 The tone was so you basically get your peak lifting power at 855,000 tons. Then his SpeedNarutos clocked at 83211113.7 meters per year (Mach 143 ×1710) gave him almost a faster lille of light. That's what I can do with the feats they gave us based on Menga and logical estimates as Max Naruto.
Page 3@tonking; really? Even after all, do you still think someone like Napa can go to moms? Someone with whom Naruto has a problem, even though he is moving faster than the speed of light, has lived on a planet with a gravity of 16.2x over Earth, can create an attack that can destroy a f*cking solar system, In this
one will be explained, able to use natural energy in the form of sage mode to allow him to lift something that is more than 3,630,000 times his own weight and has f*cking kyuubi on top of it? Where do you get the f*ck idea that Napa is as strong as Madera? That's literally, no doubt, impossible! I'm doing the power level
this time along with the truth of looking balls, coz they hax as f*ck. The power levels in the Dragon Ball series are very useful, allowing you to make a close estimate of the power of your enemies. This allows you to fight a better chance of winning. If your power level is close enough to itself. Remember what happened
the first time they met in D.B. Thesis with Radicals and Goku? That's what happens if your power level is much stronger than any other. Now, just to simplify this, we are going to use the power level in conjunction with the chakra level. This means that even if they are rather high, they usually mean sh*t if you are not a
trained ninja or a warrior. Here's the Average average human power level. 5.This is the power level of the average Naruto man. 80.It's because life is under 16 times the gravity for its entire life. A human being above average doubles that. HUMAN DBZ: 10Th Man:160A is a high-end human... Human DBZ: 30 Naruto
Humans: 480...Three times as strong as a human above average. See where I'm going here? A fetus is able to handle a group of humans with ease, about 5 times stronger than a high-level human. Avg Genin: 2400E there is no such thing as the average chunin, however, after extensive reading of Menga and watching
anime, I can safely say that chunin should be about 4 times stronger than embryos. Chunin: 9600. Take those Sayan elites, Junin will have an average of about five times the power of a Chunin. So... Junen average: 48,000. Do you still have a problem? lets look at the third likage . He has enough chakra and skill for a
length of 10,000 levels jounin ninja .3rd Raikage: 480,000,000. There's still more. Naruto shadowed 10 clones at the beginning of the war. One of them defeated Rikij. Note that shadow clones are usually scattered after a kick unless the punch is weak enough, so he does so without getting any damage. 1/10 Naruto is
more than 480,0,0.Naruto base power level (start of war): 480,0 people. And it's actually more than that. It's without the power of the up, not the Sage mode, not the Chakra Kiob, not any. Naruto's base strength continued to grow during the war, adding in 9 Bijou, half the sage of six chakra paths and algae mode. Naruto
is a f*ck mother beast. Just think about it and watch them get some idiot who says Naruto has 1000 power levels. prove me wrong . Just show you how NINJA OP is, if ninja has had 1 power level. The third Rikij will have a power level of 10,0 and Naruto will have a power level of 10,0,000 people. keep thinking . Naruto
destroyed a one-later with a fraction of his chakra, while holding onto Hinata, and the explosion was powerful enough to throw them into the sky from later on and up. Naruto can destroy planets, he has the power to do so. In Shikmaru Hayden, a Canon novel, Shikmaru points out that Madera and Obitu, along with the
Jubis, could have destroyed the world. He doesn't even think of Naruto as human anymore. Finally, the truth is looking for the ball.Literally, there is the most HAX ability ever. They have the ability to eliminate all matter when properly formed, can negate healing factors, can heal their user, can't even be touched by
anything that is not a sage technique, which means that only a sage of Naruto's world can harm them. They negate immortality, so screw you Freiza, your wish won't sh*t, durable into sage art: tail the ball beast directly and survive the full night of the elephant attack from Maito Guy. They grant immunity to TSB powers
and can even be corrected using Of everything. They can even form the legendary Nunobuko sword, which is as strong as the user wants and easily destroys and creates worlds. They can create dimensions and can shield the user from techniques that are very OP, and can actually negate them if they are not sage
mode techniques. Basically, Naruto has them and no DBZ can touch him. at all. The only limit they seem to have is a distance of up to 70 meters, which is still too far away. And you know what Dale is? Naruto never goes all out, he just uses enough power to defeat the enemy, no more, no less. hit him . Page
4@speedster101; you seem to have forgotten that you are called a stupid tree . For something to move at speed in light, it means they disappear from the visible spectrum. So solar flares and faton explosions don't move at the speed of light. Ninja is running at sound speed (Rock Lee) which is 768 mph, to run at
12,441.6 mph. Naruto, which runs at almost the speed of light, runs 670,0,0.0 miles per hour at 10,854,0,000 miles per hour. If you actually bother to read any of my ones, then you'll find that I stated Naruto would run just below 16.2 times the speed of light, not the speed of your light. This also means that Naruto actually
lifts 16.2 times the 203,280 previously announced, meaning he actually lifts 3,293,136. If you're going to criticize something, at least read it all. Next, I believe you're using calc death battle, as you constantly reference Superman throughout this. Calc battles BS's death as doing these calculations while assuming that
Goku takes no severe reaction from his attacks and feats etc. I have found several different arguments for Goku's basic power, and yet, you do not provide any. If you want to argue, provide proof, not a picture. Images prove nothing unless you have the means to support them. you declared goku has superior powers , so
prove it . Give me a definite power, something else you seem to forget is pein arches at Naruto Shippuden, when Pein attacks Konoha. Approaching the end of the battle, Payne uses Tennessee's Jutsu Chibako, a gravity jutsu like the rest of the deva track attacks. It was able to overcome the gravity of the Naruto Earth,
which we have stabilized, must be at least 16.2 times that of Earth. So the gravity of the small moon that Pyin created should be stronger than Naruto's Earth and certainly not larger, so jutsu in the center should be denser than the planet Naruto. Why is this relevant? Because Jutsu pulls more material from Naruto's earth
to increase Jutsu's gravity as it gets bigger. So Naruto was fighting under the influence of a steady increase in gravity, which he then exited and admittedly used the Kiob chakra, but he breaks it all the same. I just want to put this in the only thing I had put the level of power in for a point of reference. You can see that
even if Junin's average power level was from 1, The Third Rikij was able to fight 10.0 of them, and Naruto was able to beat the man without even scratches, and that was only technically 1/10 naruto because it was one of his 10 shadow clones. In response to coping techniques, you forget about the truth-seeking ball,
which can negate any energy, and some other things like immortality, aside from Sage mode techniques. You say that Naruto has no feats that are even continental level, yet you can't realize that elemental nations technically count as a supercontinent. If you look at something like Bijudama, you can see malicious
capabilities. In Manga Naruto, Jobbi's bijodma is shown only half of a visible explosion, with a huge curve along the ground, suggesting that Bjodma is actually reaching around the world. Tell me nothing in Naruto's Manga can hurt a continent, dare I. Just to prove that Naruto is a buster planet, and has more than enough
power to destroy a strange DIMENSION, which I have already announced is happening in Manga Naruto while he fights Kagoya, I want to do calculations for Strasangan after this. Naruto: The latest proves that Naruto can survive falling from the moon and hitting Naruto's Earth, which I have already announced is 16.2 x
more intense on ol gravity. No use of Sage mode. I have already proven that Naruto can survive the planets piled on top of him, technically being told inside the planet while accumulating more and more debris, making chibaku Tensei's technique of gravity stronger wiser. Goku is able to be punctured by metal objects
while in Super SAIYAN! If you're trying to convince me of something, right, why don't you? Sage mode also adds durability. The times when Naruto was punctured by metal, which I remember, are pins where his chakra rods disrupt energy, meaning the sage state is disrupted around the area that was pierced. Other
times I remember where by the chakra rising weapons, such as the Sassouke Lightning Rising Kusanagi.You say that Kamehameha Goku can destroy the entire Naruto solar system. It doesn't really make a difference as, somehow, Shinobi can breathe in space. Another thing is, as previously stinged, is that Naruto is
destroyed later by flaming up a small part of his chakra. Goku didn't, and I doubt he will, Naruto is shown in Menga to outdo the journey of the moment, Trefor, he needs to get faster than... Instant. Goku simply cannot defeat it. Here's another problem with your argument. You say the cell can destroy a solar system and
we know this because of the sense of power level. Wait a second, can mighty Speedster 101 make a mistake? Impossible, he couldn't just point to the levels of power that he had. Stated complete can he? No, it must be some kind of illusion. I'm also just going to pull the jutsu list known that we know for a fact that Naruto
knows, though I removed all the only jutsu anime. Just there for reference, you can go and look at what they're doing if you can even bother to do real research. Now for the calculations of The Heavy: You say that Naruto was barely able to power the destructive surface of the continent. Allows you to test it. First, the
ultra-large Rasengan ball is expressed, by Kishimoto, capable of milling away the perfect mountain. Lets use this, does it? The ultra-large rasengan ball has a minimum size of 12 feet across. In Naruto's fight with Kurama, he created 23 clones, each using an ultra-big ball lying at least 25 times the diameter of Naruto.
Naruto was 56, or 5.5 feet tall, 5.5 by 25 = 137.5 feet in diameter.137.5 by 23 = 3,162.5 feet in diameter. Naruto could create an incredibly large ball that would be massive at least if he wanted to. As stated, an incredibly large Rasengan ball can carned away a full mountain. The minimum size of a mountain is 10 feet. At
least UBBR explodes about 12 feet across .1000/12 = 83.33When a rasengan, it increases in size more than 83 times. Allowing that calculation in our previous UBBR3162.5 x 83.33 = 263,531.125Naruto could easily use destroy 263.5 mountains in one shot. But, that's not all. 1 mile = 5000 ft.263,531.125 / 5000 = 52.7.
Naruto's attack is damaged about 52.7 miles in each direction. Now, Naruto had split his chakra 23 times while doing so, and each clone uses sage mode, so each clone uses less than a third of its chakra to create its own rasengans.52.7 x 3 = 158.1158.1 x 23 = 3636.3That which is the size of ras If Naruto decides to
focus all those chakra into 1 attack, the attack diameter would be 3636.3 miles .1000 feet = 1 mountain / one mile = 5000 / 1 mile = 5 mountains .3636.3 x 5 = 18181.5 explosive power behind rasengan can be destroyed over 5 mountains at once. The width of the United States is about 30 miles. The diameter of the
4636.3 is 3636.3. Earth's core is about 3,958.8 miles from the surface. Ersangan is a grinding attack. The Earth is f*cked. Naruto is easily able to destroy his world. Why wouldn't he? Allies. What kind of idiot uses planetary attacks when there are allies around? This is the fight against Kurama before the war and well
before Naruto's premiership. Naruto has much more tricks to help boost his power after the Chakra war. Rasengan for the f*cknig win. Another thing you said is that you don't mean goku can beat all these characters, however I don't mean, simply expressing your words to you, meaning you're actually confusing yourself.
I want to go ahead and question everything you left here, because if you can't understand yourself, you might be trying to Others. You call me Narutard? its not cool . I'm therefore the farthest thing from Narutard, I don't actually adore the that comes from d*ck Naruto like you seem to think. I have already stated that I love
DBZ more than I love Naruto, and I stick by it, however, even with my love of the series, I am blind to the fact that it is more likely that Naruto will win this fight. There is simply no other result. So you can continue to throw out your shaky theories on Goku's power and speed and you can continue to debunk Naruto as a
more fighter, but know this. No matter what you say, what you think, what you believe, I know for a fact that I'm right. All my calculations are based on solid facts with minor errors that were noted by others and ultimately fixed. On the other hand you seem here in order to shake your breath, and make yourself look better
than you do. You are able to understand the fact that someone else is right. No matter how many debates you believe you've won, know that there are at least two other debates you've lost, and know that there's always someone better than you in the job. My 5Listen page is going to be proven by kids facts. I am a fan of
both Naruto and Dragonball. But we all know who is superior at the end of the day. Let me explain how and give you updates on the stats and what's not. You can't compare a Sayan to a ninja with Naruto himself. Sayans naturally has exceptional powers, far more than humans and other alien races. They are able to
easily lift 10 times their weight (before receiving master-of-the-method training, Goku was currently able to lift the Bolma car at only the age of twelve). The naturally high gravity of the planet Vegeta (10x that come from Earth) develops its power, the more they are incredibly strong at an early age. Even weaker Saiyans
are able to conquer most planets on their own. Due to their maniac levels of power, they are easily able to destroy mountains, islands, and potentially entire planets with just pure physical power, especially in the states of Super Saiyan. For example, during the Battle of Goku with Kid Bo, the planet I was fighting on, he
was twisting and contracting with every shot, and if not for the holy world of The Inexhaustible Nature of Cais would destroy it. Through hard training, Sayans is able to reach new levels of power, and the more intense training and fights they go through, the stronger they become. If a saiyan survives a near-death
experience through severe damage to the body, then, when the body heals, sayan grows much stronger than they used to be, their bodies adapt to compensate for the damage done. The duration of recovery does not seem to impede this ability as Saiyans have improved through natural, technological and mystical and
A significant increase in power has been achieved. Sayans also seems able to recover from damage at a faster rate than normal humans and has a greater deal of durability for injury. Saiyans also has a natural desire to manipulate Kay's energy by allowing them to use flight and energy-based attacks with incredible
ease as well as unlocking large depths of power when needed, or lending energy to others in battle when it is actually necessary. The energy lost by Saiyan is regained in a very short period of time, regardless of the amount of energy lost. Sometimes the energy that Sayan regains, as mentioned above, is pulverized.
One of the best examples of this ability is the fights between Ugta and Saarbon. In their first encounter, Ugta was able to dominate Zarbon, but after the transformation of Zarbon, he was unable to defeat him. However, after near-death experience, Ugta was able to fight and kill Zarbon even in his transformative state.
SpeedGoku uses its speed to prevent Friza Barrage's death-beam saiyans also have a lot of speed and agility. They also have reflexes much faster than an average human; Reflexes are so fast that they can avoid a bullet without much of trouble. Super speed can be easily seen in your fighting skills; Their movements
occur in a fraction of a second when the average human eye is not visible. Their agility is also remarkable in their battles and training. These movements can be improved by training, metamorphism, and other methods. These natural powers speed and reflexes make almost all of Saiyan's hand-to-hand fight very quickly.
The strongest Saiyans can move so quickly that even King Kai, who can easily travel ball attack at a faster pace than tracking light, can't keep up with them. Gotenks also showed the ability to travel to the entire earth many times over before stopping to take a nap, indicating the ability to go faster than light if the situation
shows it. Saiyan species' endurance is remarkably resistant, they refuse to be physically broken. Vegeta walked away from a powerful explosion that shook his capsule corp training pod with relatively minor injuries, surviving a collision with the Spirit Goku bomb, Goku survived a gunshot wound, fell off a cliff and hit his
head, piccolo's devastating attacks, Freeza's death beam to the face as a Super Saiyan and a whole host of other injuries. Sayan's intelligence is considered comparable to human intelligence in most cases. Goku's concussion and childhood refuge left him clear about anything not about martial arts, though he gradually
outsped because his teachers all emphasized the values of the brains on Brown. Because of the power of a Saiyan, their cunning levels generally go down unless their power is below average, like Raditz's. Perhaps as a byproduct of their speed and reflexes, saiyans are also abnormally Learners are able to process
large amounts of information in a limited time. This can be seen when Goku was able to use Kamehameha only once after seeing it, and Vegta taught himself how to sense energy despite being reliant on scouts for most of his career. Despite the Breed of Berbers, Sayans has no problem adapting to the new technology.
It is unclear if Sayan's talents carry on their hybrid offspring, as the intelligence of all sayan hybrids has been shown to be their upbringing products (Gohan was privately a tutor, trunks grew up in a family of scientists, etc.) according to The Real Menga and Itslef Canon also by Akira Toriyama here is my nationalization
theory of some kind. Goku is powerful enough to move 1.6 tons of Quintillion or 1,600,000,000,000,000,000 tons as SSJ4 now everyone knows that SSJ4 is non-Canon and Super Sayian God is far stronger and superior. And now that Super Sayian God Super Sayian we can go to the next level. 100,0:0: Now this is the
level of power of the Golden Friza, which is therefore the power level of 100 or five people. And Goku can now beat Friza in her base form shown in the film itself because she was trained by Weiss. Reversing this process, the 1.6-person split 10, divided by 4, divided by 2, divided by 50.This meansBase Goku-
400,000,000,000 tons or 400 billion tons &gt; Fukatsu no F 140000000000000 don't believe watching your own movie he's able to defeat Freeza in the current base form. SSG Goku-20,0 tons or 20 trillion tons of SG2-40,0 000 tons or 40 trillion tonsSSJ3-160,000,0 00,000,000 tons or 160 trillion tonsSSJ4-1,600,000,000
tons 000,000,000 tons 00,000,000 tons or 1.6 tons of five personsSJG- 560000000000000000000000SGJS-196 00000000000000000000According to my other cacualtions Goku has abilties a lot as well he just doesn't main them and go back to them. Also attacks involving chakra will not goku as much or effect. He took
on a lot of force in the past. Goku can withstand more than 21.2 Megatons Septillion of force. Goku-53 sextillion megatons &gt; Fukatsu no F 185.5 sextillion megatonsSSJ-2625 sextillion megatons of forceSSJ2-5250 sextillion megatons of forceSSJ3-2.1 septillion megatons of forceSJ4-21.2 Septillion megatons of
forceSSJG-74.2 Septillion megatons of forceSSJGS- 259.7 Septiliion megatons of forceSpeedBase Goku-2,000,000,000 mi/sec &gt; 70000000 mi/secSSJ-100,000,000 mi/secSSJ2-200,000,000,000 mi/secSSJ3-800,000,000 mi/secSSJ4-8,000,000 mi/secSSJ4-8,000,000 000,000,000 000,000 mi/secSSJG-
28000000000 mi/secSSJGSS-9800000000 mi/secMore facts: In the episodes/manga when Naruto is in combat he bleeds eaiser and loses fatigue more Than Goku would ever do. No space-time jutsu worked against Goku because it could maneuver through them. as can be seen , it can distract him . Goku has a strong
amount of Super Blast, Basic Attack, Stamina, Stike Super, Kay Use Blast and Fight kung fu . During Goku's style of combat ages is way more advanced than Naruto he is really able to change mutiple style either defensively or offensively. You can't compare the power levels of Goku or Naruto because they're way off
each other if you didn't know that. Naruto is also less of a superannuation than a saiyan. I agree with you guys how Naruto can beat Tyne, Yamacha or any of the Z-Digg warriors. Well because they can't destroy an entire universe they can destroy planets with ease, most likely they can destroy somewhat or half of a
universe at best. But Naruto are not against Goku, Vegta, Weiss or Beer they are strong enough to deal with Naruto and over enough feats and buffs in order to conquer him. Goku is a real madman now and his will is pure, you also know when Goku can put himself into physical combat and put him into great
empowerment than any enemy. In Naruto people can't exactly fly for long or even can't fly at all. God Goku can stay in form for a long time and SGSS can last even longer. Naruto won't last a second against Goku, even the fight between Madera and Goku will be a stove in Goku's favor, and Madera didn't say she could
destroy the world with just one swing from her perfect Susano, she said she would destroy everything in the world. But let's just say that he can destroy the world (and I'm extrmely generous) he still won't have a chance, if memory serves me properly someone said Majin Buu destroyed the whole world for fun. Beerus
destoryed the moons of his planet in the movie aswell. And it carried out a much stronger attack than the Friza supernova, which God Goku was able to exceed. Goku can be God's state at any time whenever he wants to be present without rituals. He also holds God Kay has already introduced a rare form of Kay known
as godly ki in the film Dragon Ball Z: Battle of the Gods. It has been shown to be far higher than the natural use of ki. The God of Destruction of Berus, his mentor Weiss (probably), and the gods of saiyan super are able to use this form of who they all far outstrip each other. Those who cannot use who is god are unable to
feel who is God. In a similar Werin, a scout is unable to scan a user's power level from Key God. Every fighter that uses Kay contains some hidden power, some hold more than others. This useless dormant energy can become a great strength as if not known through some techniques specific to many. Page
6@alextheboss: Here's a calculation that shows goku is millions of times faster than light:Goku takes 2 days to return to Earth from king Kai's planet, the way the snake travels 1 million kilometers long. This makes Goku's speed a little over 20,0 kilometers per hour, or about 5,500 meters per second. (Yes, there are
curves in the way of the snake. Subtract because we don't follow Goku 100% through the snake's way. Some parts may be curved or not. We have no idea what percentage he jumps by flying over them so we have to just go with the official numbers and make it public range)Goku maintains a power level of over 8000 at
this time when not using Caio Ken.If you determine the speed by the power level then the speed can be estimated. With multiple sources putting the SSJ 3 power level at about 720 million we can determine the speed, dividing 720 million to 9000 or more. Then multiply that number at goku speed at 90 ish power level.
(Yes 720 mill power level will be discussed, this middle number is just a reference point that doesn't change the final numbers. Although if you have a direct link to an official reference of the SSJ3 power level or multiplied rather than what a fan stated in a forum, I immediately re-performed this middle equation)720 mill
divided by 9000 is 80,000 (most if we are using your 8000 power level so this is to speed him even slower just to be on the safe side). 80,0 multiplied by 5,500 meters per second is 440 million meters per second. The light speed is 299,792,458 meters per s, we can round up to 300 million meters per meter per s to make
it easy. If you divide 440 million meters per s into 300 million meters per meter, that will put Goku's speed in SSJ3 1.46 times the speed of light. (A little faster if you don't collect light speed...) Then you get the power of Goku's public struggle, we'll still put Goku at a disadvantage to be safe. In golden form, Friza has been
officially declared at the power level of 100 quintion. Goku struggled in SSGSS form in full and even with little advantage against Freeza Golden. This put Goku at about 100 Quintillion and possibly higher. We just make the bottom end and say he has 100 Quintillion power levels as well as .100 Quintillion (SSGSS power
levels) divided by 720 million (SSJ3 power levels) equal to 138,888,888,889 (more than 138 billion). Multiply that with his speed in SSJ 3 (1.46 times the speed of light) and his speed in SSGSS form equals 202,777,777,778.... (After rounding up against Goku's favor on numerous occasions he will actually be a little faster
than this) Goku is arguably over Quintillion's 100 power levels. This is because the level of measuring power of all around ability balance is key. Power/speed/energy ability. It's not officially stated (which is why I say arguably) but deficit arguments throughout the show make us believe correctly. While characters within
the same general power levels may be faster or stronger than their opponent or have better energy abilities. Friza is credited with being exceptional for its energy capabilities. Goku merely crushes him by being a whopping 30 million levels of higher power when he becomes a Super Saiyan. Now this all leads me to
SSGSS power levels. Friza was physically stronger but Goku's ability to maintain his form was high And it was definitely speeding up. This puts Goku at friza's level of power and I personally believe he will be above 100 Quintion, if only a little bit. i would not say much . Maybe 5 - 10% more in strength at most. i just
guess . This difference in not counting means that his speed could possibly be higher and can at least make up for some numbers that can't calculate like curves in the snake's way. 202 billion times the speed of light is very realistic (inside this fictional world) based on official numbers. So goku speed in SSGSS form is
more than 202 billion times the speed of light. It's safe to say That Friza, Vegeta and Beerus are all in this speed range as well as with Weiss, the strongest being in Dragonball so far, much faster. Page 7 you just want to point out that Susano's sword is not damaged by Goku. Just as even the sword from supersian
trunks doesn't hurt him, also, genjutsu may not be very effective for three reasons. Genjutsu works by manipulating a chakra into a person's brain, causing them to understand things that don't really exist. I've become more familiar with Naruto as a whole, and before you tell me who's the same chakra, it's worth pointing
out that they're not the same. The chakra is clearly different, as you are not born with it. Chakra was moved down from Kagoya. It's basically just its mestic tree energy. Kay is what you are born with and can be enhanced through training. When you look at Naruto, it doesn't really increase the amount of chakra they have.
They just find better ways to channel and use it. Like more efficient techniques, the use of diet pills, or teammates with more powerful entities. Aka Kurama, Givki, Chomi, Sayken, Coco, Son Of Goku, Izobo, Matatabi, Shukako. Only a few ninjas have enough chakra values to perform certain techniques. Like Cage, the
Sanju and Uzumaki tribes, as well as the Clan.Ki, act differently from the chakra, and both have different uses. There is no 'key system'. So they can't jug ky goku to see those things that aren't really there, and it's still assumed that Zhenjutsu even works, because when and chakra aren't the same. Even if Goku gets
caught up in a Zhenjutsu, torturing him will be the last thing they want to do. Saiyans get clusters of energy in a pitcher, which is exactly how you break a Zhenjutsu. Bea's killer even did so when Sasuke took her in a genjutsu, and Gioki took him out by lending him about eight tails of chakra. I mean, an angry Sayan only
gets a wave and gets released, assuming Genjutsu even works first and for all. Finally, it has been shown that inventory with high amounts of chakra is difficult to keep in Zhenjutsu. It was even difficult for Madera to maintain control of the Kiwis while battling Hasherama, as Toby failed to repeat the same level of control
when attacking the Konos. I hate that. Boy, but Chakra Kurama won't have a drop in the ocean compared to what power Goku can take off. even without ssj . We're talking about someone who survived an explosion that all over the islands, the energy koreas that swerved the tunnel through tons of rock, kicking people out
of the mountains. All without going full power, when this happened he created a blast so big that it was brighter than namek's three suns. And his base form is much stronger at this stage. Even 10 don't fight that much, the point I'm doing is that even if they caught him in a genteso with a miracle they probably couldn't
keep it too long, the amount of who would be great. Basically, Goku has too many safe defeats protecting him from it. Kay and Chakra are very different. There is no key system even if there is, Goku can break. Existences that have a lot of energy are very difficult to control. Page 8 O.K. Naruto actually shows the ability
to attack star levels when scaling into Momoshiki and Kagoya. The calculations of the death war were notoriously flawed and unproven in super. And Super Saiyan power-up only enhances Ki Goku, which he uses to enhance his physical abilities. I admit that Naruto is not a chance against Goku with his MUI at the
moment, but Naruto, at least, scales to Goku Black, and perhaps could outsept Goku if he is trained. lets look at it like this . Both characters have the ability to kill each other with crazy power that outsse their durability. But with Naruto's superior speed (Naruto theoretically had the speed of light at 12 with his nine-tail
power-up mode, while it was shown in Super that Boko had trouble keeping up with Dispo, which was exactly the speed of light, and bragged that he was the fastest in the whole world), Arsenal (Goku had only about 10 techniques, Naruto has &gt;100), endurance (Boko only 48 minutes) While Naruto lasted more than a
week in a war), a similar experience, and better energy recapturing abilities, he has a better chance of either staying goku, or landing a critical blow for the first time. And if you think about it, with Naruto's history of combating characters with unique abilities, unpredictable techniques, and even people who can see his next
moves with precotology and investment, all he needs to do is train, and he could possibly use mui Goku (which he can no longer use). You can also look at it like this: Goku beat his fist Planet Buster when he was 23 years old, while Naruto beat himself at 16. 16.
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